SAVE THE DATE

WEBINAR ON NEW TRENDS IN INNOVATION POLICY: THE NEED FOR
URGENT CHANGE
Organised by the CESIN Chair on Innovation Studies (UCM) and INGENIO (CSIC-UPV)

The international economy upheaval caused by the COVID19 pandemic has substantially
increased the still unresolved difficulties generated by the 2008 financial crisis. The calls
for the regeneration of the economic and social model are increasingly widespread. In
this context, Science, Technology, and Innovation there is an increasing recognition of
the need to transform the economic and social model.
This is why we believe there is a need for a critical reassessment of the foundations on
which Innovation Policy has been built: a new policy framework for a new
socioeconomic model.
CESIN and INGENIO aim to contribute to this analysis through the launch of several
webinars with the participation of prominent exponents of the new thinking on
innovation policy and its role in the social and production systems.
The first of these events will focus on the analysis of current trends in the design and
implementation of innovation policies providing new perspectives on the role and
direction of public sector in the innovation process. The speakers will discuss the
changing role of the State and the introduction of new policy models with reference,
among others, to different ways of understanding mission-oriented innovation
policies.

Date: December 10th, 16:30- 18:00.

Registration https://cutt.ly/qg8lkCs
There will be simultaneous translation

SPEAKERS

Jakob Edler. Executive Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for
Systems and Innovation Research (ISI). Professor of Innovation Policy
and Strategy at the Manchester Institute of Innovation Research
(MIoIR).

Dan Hill. Director of Strategic Design at Vinnova. Visiting Professor
of Practice at the UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose
(IIPP), visiting professor at Design Academy Eindhoven, an adjunct
professor at RMIT University in Melbourne.

Philippe Larrue. Policy Analyst. Directorate for Science Technology
and Innovation (DSTI). OECD.

Coordinators and presenters

José Molero
Director
Chair on Innovation Studies,
UCM-FEI

Jordi Molas
Director
INGENIO CSIC-UPV

